Confocal microscopy of genome exposure in normal, cancer, and reverse-transformed cells.
Genome exposure studies were carried out on malignant CHO-K1 and C6 rat glioma cells and their respective, phenotypically normal counterparts (reverse-transformed CHO-K1, and both reverse-transformed C6 glioma and normal rat fibroblasts). Cells were subjected to the nick-translation technique previously developed to make visible the exposed (i.e., DNase I-sensitive) nuclear DNA, and examined by both epifluorescence and confocal microscopy. The confocal microscopy, by permitting examination of sections throughout the nucleus, made possible clearer identification of the regions of exposed and sequestered DNA in the cells studied. A peripheral shell of exposed DNA with some discontinuities was displayed in the great majority of the cells with normal phenotype, but in none of the cancer cells. Both types of cells displayed regions of exposed DNA in the nuclear interior, particularly surrounding the nucleoli. In accordance with previous theoretical proposals we postulate: the peripheral nuclear shell of exposed DNA contains differentiation-specific genes that include the specific growth-control genes and that are functional in normal cells but not in cancer; the exposed genes surrounding the nucleoli may represent housekeeping genes active in both normal and cancer cells; and the DNase I-resistant DNA in the interior of the nucleus we postulate to consist for the most part of genes specific to alternative differentiation states and to be sequestered and inactive. Previous differences in evaluation of roles of peripheral and internal DNA sensitivity to DNAse I hydrolysis appear to be reconciled by this formulation. Identification of exposed DNA may be useful in cancer diagnosis.